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A criterion is developed to determine the existence of an out-of-phase solution to a 
second order linear equation with an oscillatory forcing function. Although the 
general criterion is difficult to check, if a solution can be exhibited that has zeros at 
the zeros of the forcing function and the associated homogeneous equation is dis- 
conjugate, then the solution must be out-of-phase. In addition, a general class of 
examples is given which can be used to obtain easily verifiable criteria for specific 
examples. ( I987 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a phase-shift question for a particular solution of the 
equation 
x+ p(t) A-+ q(t) X=.f(t), (1.1) 
where f(t) is an oscillatory forcing function. More precisely, sufficient con- 
ditions are given which guarantee the existence of a solution of (1.1) that is 
out-of-phase with L that is, has the opposite sign of j Although the 
literature on oscillation theory is quite extensive, to the authors’ 
knowledge, this question has not previously been pursued for the variable 
coefficient case. A history of oscillation theory can be obtained from the 
references [ 1, 3,9]. Other papers concerning Eq. ( 1.1) include 
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 111. 
Consider the special case where p and q are constant andf(t) = A sin wt, 
A # 0. In general, the particular solution (assuming we do not have 
resonance) 
X=Bsin(ot+fj) 
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has a phase-shift 4 relative to J: However, if p = 0 then 
(provided q # w’). Hence, if q - W* > 0, X is in-phase and if q - o2 < 0 then 
X is out-of-phase with f: 
The purpose of this paper is to develop more general sufficient con- 
ditions on p, q, and f for the variable coefficient case so that there exists a 
particular solution X, which has the opposite sign (out-of-phase) of the 
oscillatory forcing function J: A primary hypothesis for out-of-phase 
solutions is that the associated homogeneous equation 
x+ p(t) 8+ q(t) x=0 (1.2) 
is disconjugate on closed intervals whose end points are the zeros off: 
Equation (1.2) is disconjugate on an interval I if every nontrivial solution 
X,. has less than two zeros on I. Although the general criterion developed is 
difficult to verify, if a particular solution of (1.1) has zeros at the zeros off, 
and (1.2) is disconjugate, then this solution must be out-of-phase with J: 
In addition, a general class of examples is provided which can be used to 
generate specific suflkient criteria for the existence of in-phase and out-of- 
phase solutions. For example, how should ~1, /?, and o be chosen so that 
f+crtA!++tX=(12-4t+8t2)eP’*sin(ot+#) 
has an out-of-phase solution on [0, co)? Also, for what fl does 
have an out-of-phase solution? Throughout the entire paper, it is assumed 
that p, q, and f are in CC&,, cc) for some t, and all solutions of (1.1) and 
( 1.2) are required to be in C’[ t,, co ). 
2. DISCONJUGACY AND THE GREEN'S FUNCTION 
Fundamental to our study is the following standard theorem [2] concer- 
ning the boundary value problem requires a solution of (1 .l) to be in 
C[a, b] n C2(a, b) and satisfy 
X(a) = 0, X(b) = 0. (2.1) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Zf (1.2) is &conjugate, then the unique solution to (1.1) in 
C[a, b] n C’(a, b) subject to (2.1) is 
x(t) = j-” At, s) f(s) ds, 
0 (2.2) 
where g(t, s) is the Green’s ,function which has the following properties: 
(a) g(t, s) is continuous on [a, b] x [a, b]. 
(b) g(t, s) 6 0 on [a, b] x [a, bl. 
(c) For fixed s, each zero of G(t) = g(t, s) is isolated. 
Hence, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf(1.2) is disconjugate on [a, b] andf(t) #O on (a, b), 
then (1.2) has a particular solution in C[a, b] n C2(a, b) which has the 
opposite sign off: 
Suppose that { tn} is a strictly increasing sequence with lim, _ a t, = cc 
(we write t, T a), that {t,} are the sign change points off, and that (1.2) is 
disconjugate on the intervals [t,,, t,,, , 1. It then remains to determine if the 
piecewise solutions given by (2.2) can be matched to obtain a solution in 
C2Ct,, cc). 
3. LOCAL REPRESENTATIONS AND ZEROES OF SOLUTIONS 
Let 
x= c, x, + c,x, + x, 
be the general solution of (1.1) on [a, c] where a < b < c and 
X,(b) = J?‘,(b) = X,(b) = &(b) = 0, k,(b) = X,(b) = 1. 
Then for any solution X of (1.1 ), (3.1) is the local representation of 
on [a, c] (and [b, cl). Note that 
where 
(3.1) 
X at b 
WC XI, x,)=x,(t) k,(t) - &w X,(f). 
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The functions of X, , X,, and X, are the local basis for (1.1) at t = b. The 
unique solution X, of (1.1) such that X+(b) = X+(c) = 0 may be written as 
x (cl X+(t)= -pX,(c) X,(t) + J&(t) 
provided X,(c) #O (e.g., if (1.2) is disconjugate on [b, cl). Similarly, the 
solution X- of (1.1) such that 
Xmm(a)=X m(b)=0 
may be written as 
x (a) X_(t)= -A X,(a) J-,(t) + X,(t) 
provided X,(a) # 0. Then the solution of (1.1) on [a, c] such that 
X(a) = X(b) =X(c) = 0 
may be written as 
X(t)= -ctX,(t)+X,(t) 
provided 




Equation (3.2) may be written as 
s h ~-(tLm) dt+(’ u wt; x2, X2) s ~+w”m dt = 0, b w(t; XI > x,) 
where 
B_(t)= X,(Q) -X,(t) -X*(t), 
X,(a) 




This yields a constraint on the forcing functionfdue to joining XP and X, 
at t = b. 
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Now let t, 1 cc and suppose that there exists a solution of (1.1) in 
C’[t,, cc) such that X(t,) = 0. Let the local representation of X at t, be 
X(t) = C;F + C;X; + X;. It is easy to show that 
‘e(t,)zo> qtn- I) zo, X;(t,+,)#o, n= 1,2, 3 )...) (3.4) 
and 
(35) 
Let a, be defined by the ratio in (3.5) and c(~ = A’$ t,)/g(t,). Then for 
tE Cl,-- 1, tn+,l, 
X(t) = - cc,xq(t) + x;(t). n = 1 ) 2, 3 ,...) (3.6) 
and on [to, t,) 
X(t)= -aoxy(t)+.qt). (3.7) 
Conversely, let t, t co, and suppose that the local bases at t, satisfy (3.4) 
and (3.5). Now define X on [t,, t ,,+,I, n=O, 1,2 ,..., by (3.6) and (3.7). 
Then it is easy to see that (3.6) holds on [t, , , t, + ,I, n = 1, 2 ,..., that 
X( t,) = 0, H = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and hence that XE C”[ t,, cc). Thus, we have 
proved 
THEOREM 3.1. Given t, 7 ‘x, there exists a solution of ( 1 .l ) such that 
X( t,,) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., if and only if the local bases at t,,, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
satisfy (3.4) and (3.5). 
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR OUT-OF-PHASE SOLUTIONS 
Let t, 7 m and f( t) satisfy 
.f(t,) =(A 
f(t)>0 on (t,, t,,,) neven, 
f(t)<0 on (t,, t,,,) nodd. 
We say a particular solution X is out-of-phase with ,f if 
Wt,) = 0, 
X(t) <o on (f,, t,, ,) n even, 
X(t)>0 on (t,, t,+,) nodd. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
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THEOREM 4.1. Assume f(t) satisfies (4.1) and that the local bases for 
(1.1) at t = t,, n = 0, 1, 2, 3 ,..., satisfy (3.4) (e.g., if( 1.2) is disconjugate on all 
intervals [t,, t,, 1]) and (3.5). Then (1.1) has an out-of-phase solution. 
Proof: We construct the required solution from local bases at t,, 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,.... Let 
X(t)= -ao‘q(t)+xp) on Ch, t,l 
where cco=$(t,)/X”(t,). Equation (3.4) (or the disconjugacy on [to, t,]) 
assures Xp( t , ) # 0. In succession construct 
X(t) = -&x;(t) + x;(t) on Ct,,, frl+ ,I
for n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., with c(,, being defined by the ratio in (3.5). That CC, is well 
defined is assured by (3.4) (or the disconjugacy condition). That X(t,) = 0 
so that X is well defined at tn is clear. Also (3.5) assures that XE C’[t,, GO). 
As an application, consider the following: 
COROLLARY 4.2. Assume p( t ) G 0 and either 
4(t) < r2/(tn+ I - t,,12 (4.3) 
or 
s r”t I s(t) dtd4/(tn+ I- ,J>n = 0, 1, 2 ,..,, (4.4) 1, 
and that (3.5) is satisfied. Then (1.1) has an out-of-phase solution. 
Proof: Either of the conditions (4.3) or (4.4) is sufficient for the 
required disconjugacy [2, p. 211. 
If (1.2) is disconjugate on [t,, tn+l] (e.g., if (1.2) is disconjugate on [to, c )), then the obvious difficulty in determining if a given equation has 
an out-of-phase solution is the checking of (3.5). This is because of the need 
for a local basis at every point t,. There appears to be no elementary test 
other than exhibiting the required solution. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Assume (1.2) is disconjugate on [t,, t,, 1] (e.g., tf(4.3) 
or (4.4) holds) and that there exists a solution X of (1.1) such that X( t,) = 0 
(i.e., that X has zeros at the zeros off ). Then X is an out-of-phase solution 
sf(1.1). 
Proof: Let the local representation of X at t = t, be given by 
x=c,x, +c,x,+x,. 
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Evaluations at t = t, implies Cz = 0. Evaluation at t,_ , and z,+, yields 
(3.4) (3.5), and that X is given by (3.7) on [t,, t,] and (3.6) on 
[tn-I, tn+,l. 
For the rest of the paper, assume p E C’ [to, cc ). Now letting 
X(t)= Y(t)expl-4 [‘p(i,dij (4.5) 
I J 10 1 




Since X and Y have the same zeros, we obtain 
(4.6 
(4.7 
THEOREM 4.4. Equation (1.2) is discoqjugate on [t,l, t, + ,] if 
o(t) < mn+ I - f,lJ2> (4.8) 
1 
I,+ I 
a(t) dt G 4/(t,+ I- ,,I, (4.9) 
I,1 
where CJ is given by (4.7). 
COROLLARY 4.5. If either (4.8) or (4.9) holds and there exists a solution 
X of (1.1) such that X(t,) = 0, then X is an out-ofphase solution of ( 1.1). 
Rather than present specific examples at this point, we consider a class of 
examples in the following section where the forcing function and a known 
particular solution have the same zeros. As will be seen, this class can be 
used to develop criteria for specific examples which may be easily checked. 
We illustrate the procedure with three examples. Although it was not pur- 
sued previously, for this class of examples, in-phase as well as out-of-phase 
criteria may be obtained. 
5. A CLASS OF EXAMPLES 
Recall that in what follows p E C’ [to, co). Furthermore, for an arbitrary 




R(t) = &(c P, 4) - R,(t; Y), (5.2) 
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where 
R,(t; p, q) = - $0 - bp2 + q, 
and 
f(t) = AR(t) e-““sin y(t). 
By the obvious computation, we obtain 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf,f is given by (5.4), then 
X,(t)= AeC'(') sin(y(t)), 





EXAMPLE 5.2. Let p(t)rO, y(t)=wt+#, A #O. Then 
X+q(t)X=A(q(t)-w2)sin(ot+~) 
has the particular solution X,, = A sin(wt + 4). Heence, if q(t) < 02, the 
equation has an out-of-phase solution; and if q(t) > w2, the equation has an 
in-phase solution. It is interesting to note that the disconjugacy criteria 
(4.3) also requires that q(t) < o2 whereas (4.4) requires 
I 
I,+ I 
q(t) dt d 40/n, 
fri 
where t,, = n7c/o - d/w. 
THEOREM 5.3. Assume that f is given by (5.4), that lim,_ m y(t) = co, 
A # 0, and that R(t) > 0. Then (1.1) has an in-phase solution. Zf instead, 
R(t) < 0, then (1.1) has an out-of-phase solution. 
A plethora of criteria to ensure the existence of in-phase and out-of- 
phase solutions for specific examples can now be obtained by choosing y 
such that lim, _ ocI r(t) = co, j > 0, and then requiring p, q to satisfy R(t) > 0 
for the existence of an in-phase or R(t) < 0 for an out-of-phase solution. 
We illustrate with two examples. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let y(t) = cot + 4 so that the zeros of f and X, are 
uniformly spaced. If p, q satisfy R,(t; p, q) > R,(t; y) = w2, then X, given by 
(5.5) is an in-phase solution and if R,(t; p, q) < 02, then XP is an out-of- 
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phase solution. For example, let p = CU, q = fit so that R,(t; p, q) = 
- fct + /IIt - $a2t2, r(t) = (c(/4)(t2 - ti), and consider 
K+crtk+fltX=(A,+A,t+A,t2)e h’2sin(wt+fj). 
AssumeA,,A,,A,,andharegivenandthatA,,+A,r+A,t’isofonesign 
on [I,,, co); for example, A,,= 12, A, = -4, A,=& /I= 1, and TV [0, CC). 
Then letting c(/4 = h, A,, = - A(%/2 + CD*), A, = A/j, A, = - Ar2/4 we obtain 
r = 4b, A = - A2/(4b2), p = - 4b2A,/A2, and w’ = 4h’A,,/A, - 2h. Hence, if 
in the example in Section 1 we choose CI = 4, A = - 2, p = 2, and w = 2, we 
have the out-of-phase solution 
X,= -2e ‘* sin(2t + 4). 
Now let p = a/t, q = /II/t, CI > 0, p > 0. Then r(t) = (a/2)(ln t - In to) and 
I?,( t; p, q) = (c(/2 - c.?/4) t -’ + /It -I. Hence let us consider 
X+~k+~X=(A,,+A,t+A2t2)t~~“sin(cot+cj) (5.6) 
with A,,A,,A,,andpgivenand A,+A,t+A,t’positiveon [l, co).Then 
let ~=2+c(/2, A,=A((a/2)-(a2/4)), A,=Afl, A2= -AoJ’. Hence, to 
obtain an in-phase or out-of-phase solution, let CI = 2~ - 4, 
A= -A,/(p2-5p++),@= -A,(p2-5p+6))lA0,~2=A2(p2-5,u+6)/A,, 
then 
X,, = At”’ sin(ot + 4) (5.7) 
is an in-phase or out-of-phase solution on the sign of A. For example, if 
1(=4,A,=2,A,=-1,A2=4,thencc=4,A=-1,B=l,o=2,and(5.7) 
is out of phase with the forcing function on [ 1, m). 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let y(t) = a In t + c$, a > 0, so that the zeros off and X, 
are more widely spaced for large t. Then R,( t; p, q) > R,(t; y) = (a + a2) t -’ 
yields an in phase and 
R,(t;p,q)<(++u2)t z 
yields an out-of-phase solution. 
For example, consider 
p(t) = 0, q(r) = Blt2; 
then r(t)=((a-1)/2) (lnt-ln to), and 
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Now consider 
on [ 1, GO) where this time c1 and a are given. Now let ,u = (a - 1)/2 + 2, 
A,=A(a/2-cr*/4+P-a-u*)sothat ifk=cr/2-E*/4+/I-$-u*>Othen 
X,(t) = At” ~ “‘* sin(a In t + 4) (5.9) 
is an in phase solution and if k < 0, X, is an out-of-phase solution. For 
example, if c( = 3, and a = 1, so that p = 1, then (5.9) gives a solution of 
(5.8) which is out-of-phase with the forcing function if /3 < 2. 
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